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Glass Combing…an experiment



Experimentation is part of our 
work life

When we work on projects, many of them we draw/design the project and then have to figure out how to make the glass 
do what we are wanting to show.  These issues can range from: 

1) Color choice 
2) Color combinations 
3) Transparent vs. Opaque  
4) Layering effects 
5) Glass reactions 

Many times we have to experiment to make “components” that we will use later in projects.  Most of our experiments 
turn out well, some on the other hand do not! 

We decided to experiment with Glass Combing

6) Type of firing 
a. Fire Polish 
b. Slump 
c. Contour Fuse 
d. Full Fuse 
e. Melts 
f. High fire work 



What is glass Combing?

Glass combing is a process where you heat up the project to a high temperature (in our case 1800F or 980C).  This gets the 
glass to a point where it is like soft pudding.  We can then manipulate the glass at that temperature, in our case we will be 
combing.  Combing means that you take a Stainless Steel rake and use it to reach into the kiln at the top temperature and 
pull/push the glass around to create the desired effect.   

Combing can be done against geometric patterns, or against organic glass designs.  The way that you drag or pull the rake 
through the glass will determine the look of the project when you are done. 

1. Straight lines 

2. Wiggle lines 

3. Circles 

4. Swoops



The Rake



The Prep

To prep for a combing there are a few things that must be kept in mind. 
1) Glass at high temp is like water, it will seep into everything 
2) Because we will be working with a metal rake and manipulating the glass re want to make sure that 

we protect the kiln shelf 
3) We use metal forms to “contain” the glass at the high temps 
4) We use double thickness of fiber paper to insulate the glass from the Metal Frame 
5) We use a double thickness of Fiber paper under the glass to ensure that if we poke through the glass 

when combing, that we do not harm the shelf 

To set-up the glass we used three different glass “set-ups” 
1) Strip construction 
2) Scrap Construction 
3) Picture Design
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The Safety Equipment

When working at such high temperatures with glass there are a few pieces of safety equipment that are 
needed: 
1) Safety Glasses (Ultraviolet Protection) 
2) Thick Leather Apron 
3) Thermal Sleeve Coverings 
4) Thick Leather Thermal Gloves 
5) Respiration Mask 
6) Long Pants 
7) Covered Shoes 



The Safety Equipment



What we expect as results

Whenever we experiment with glass, we always try to determine what the glass will do and why.  This way 
we will understand and be able to predict the outcomes of all of our projects more accurately.  We always 
learn when things do not come out as planned, we learn: 
1) Our initial assumptions were incorrect for some reason 
2) Glass acted differently than expected, now review the project and see if you can identify why 

a) Is this an effect you want to be able to replicate 
b) Is this an effect you want to be able to avoid 

Strip Construction, Straight lines – feather look and feel 
Strip Construction, Wiggle lines – impressionistic waves 
Strip Construction, Circles – Spiral Patterns and Ying/Yang look 
Scrap Construction, Straight lines – Order out of chaos 
Scrap Construction, Circles – Cosmic Spirals 



Firing and Combing Process

The Firing process does get a little more complicated because we have kilns that are designed to 
automatically shut off if the kiln is opened.  So we programmed several firing schedules into the kiln to be 
used at different times of the process: 
Initial Firing Schedule (to heat up the glass): 
1) 150F/Hour  to  1800F  and hold for 5 hours 
2) Turn off 

Firing Schedule while combing (repeated many times) 
1) 999F/Hour to 1800F and then hold for 20minutes 
2) Turn off 

Cooling off Schedule 
1) 999F/Hour to 1800F hold for 5 min 
2) 999F/Hour to 960F hold for 3 hours 
3) 100F/Hour to 300F hold for 1 min

In the Combing process we take the following 
steps: 
1) The person doing the combing practices 

their “moves” before we open the kiln 
2) A second person turns off the kiln and 

opens the kiln up 
3) The person combing must move with 

purpose, and get into the kiln, doe the 
combing moves, and get out (usually 15-20 
seconds) 

4) The second person closes the kiln (gently) 
and re-sets the kiln to fire



Firing and Combing Process
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Unexpected Results

We had two projects that had unexpected results in our experiments. 
1) Two of our projects cracked when they were being taken out of the kiln. 

• Close inspection showed that the glass had actually come into contact with the metal frame. 
• We learned that at this high of a temperature we need to use 2 layers of fiber paper so that the 

seams can not allow glass through.



Unexpected Results



Unexpected Results

1) One of our combings the Purple color completely took over the project 
• Purple hid the other colors. 
• We cut the glass to see what was happening on the inside, and discovered that the white and the 

teal were combed, but that the purple color floated up out of the strip construction and basically 
hid the other colors. 

• We contacted the Manufacturer and after some back and forth discovered that there is a viscosity 
(density) difference between some of the glasses.  They provided us a listing of the Low Viscosity 
(less Dense) glasses and we will know that there is a potential at high temp for these glasses to 
float
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Unexpected Results

1) One of our combings the color did not get pulled around very much 
• The set-up was the cause 
• We set up in layers 

• Opaque Glass 
• Clear 
• Transparent 
• Clear 

• Rake did not dig deep enough to pull the opaque glass arroud



Unexpected Results



Successful Results

The successful combing results showed the following traits: 
• Feathers 
• Swirls 
• We see a bird! 
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